200 PROTEST AT DEAN RUSK ADDRESS

About 200 protesters were on the campus of the Beloit-Banford School in Beloit to protest against the Vietnam War. The protest was in response to the Berkeley student demonstration held earlier this week.

Over one hundred and fifty students marched down 36th Street to the office of The Daily Pennsylvanian to protest against the paper's support of the Vietnam War. The protest was in support of The Daily Pennsylvanian's position in favor of action against the war.

The first, which contained almost $2,000 in antistudent statements with the 30% against antistudent statements in the PSS. The second also included President Hartlett of The Daily Pennsylvanian who was sitting at a table among the protesters.

The group presented three gripes in Dr. Simms Snell, business manager of The Daily Pennsylvanian, who is running for re-election this November. Approximately 100 people will be heard in the first of the two protest shows.

CELERITIES TO ADDRESS RALLY FOR CLARK

The rally will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the gymnasium. Special attention will be given to students who wish to see the celebrities.

The rally will feature: James Earl Jones, actor in the film "The Great White Hope," and singer/songwriter Johnnie Taylor, who will be performing a concert.

UPSA DISCUSSES ITS PROBLEMS IN CLOSED SESSION

UPSA closed doors to its constituent universities last night for a four-hour executive session in which the university presidents discussed the university's financial problems. The meetings will continue for another two hours.

RULERS COMMITTEE HOLDS OPEN HEARINGS TONIGHT

The UPSR Rulers Committee will hold open hearings at 7:30 tonight in the Union. The meeting is open to all students and will provide an opportunity for students to express their views on various issues.

National

Senate starts filibuster over Fortas

The Senate began an unprecedented filibuster against Abe Fortas's nomination for the Supreme Court last night. The filibuster, which lasted until early this morning, was organized by a coalition of senators opposed to the appointment of Fortas as associate justice of the Supreme Court.

COLUMBIA PRESIDENT SAYS RADICALS DECLINE

The number of student radicals at Columbia University is declining rapidly, according to the university's provost. The university, which has a vast majority of students enrolled in its college of arts and sciences, is one of the few universities in the country that has a significant number of students enrolled in its college of education.

STUDENT COUNCIL AT COLUMBIA WANTS POWER

Earlier Wednesday, the student council and the executive committee of the university conferred on a joint press conference that Columbia gives students the "exclusive" power to elect their own representatives.

International

Portugal will appoint new premier

The head of Lisbon University's law faculty will become Portugal's new premier, according to portuguese news agencies.

Penn recruiting Blacks, poor, small-town youth

By Barbara Slopek

From pastoral villages to rundown ghettos, from the Appalachian mountains to the remote towns of the West, the University of Pennsylvania is recruiting blacks, poor, and small-town youth.

We're not only looking for bright kids, but for students who will add to our cultural and economic diversity. We also think these students are different in a racial sense. Many have been forced to flee the south to escape the racial tension, and they are not accustomed to the same discrimination that they faced in the South.

We're interested in students who are interested in joining the University's diverse community, which includes students from all over the world. We are interested in students who are willing to share their experiences and perspectives with others.
At no other time have I seen more conglomerate of young people under man. The crowd downtown was a
"..."
WE DON'T WANT TO
WE THE UNDERSIGNED, AS AMERICAN MEN OF DRAFT AGE, MAY BE ASKED BY OUR GOVERNMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE WAR IN VIETNAM. WE HAVE EXAMINED THE HISTORY AND THE NATURE OF THIS WAR, AND HAVE REACHED THE CONCLUSION THAT OUR PARTICIPATION IN IT WOULD BE CONTRARY TO THE DICTATES OF OUR CONSCIENCES.

WE THEREFORE DECLARE OUR INTENTION TO REFUSE MILITARY SERVICE WHILE THE UNITED STATES IS FIGHTING IN VIETNAM. OUR INTENTION IN SIGNING THIS PETITION IS TO UNITE WITH OTHER DRAFT-AGE MEN WHO SHARE OUR CONVINCIONS, IN ORDER TO TURN OUR PERSONAL MORAL REJECTION OF THIS WAR INTO EFFECTIVE POLITICAL OPPOSITION TO IT.

WE SUPPORT THOSE WHO WON'T GO
WE THE UNDERSIGNED BELIEVE THAT OUR COUNTRY'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR IN VIETNAM IS UNJUST AND IMMORAL AND THAT NO YOUNG MEN SHOULD BE FORCED TO PARTICIPATE IN SUCH A WAR. WE SUPPORT THOSE WHOSE CONSCIENCE LEADS THEM TO REFUSE ENTRY INTO THE ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES, WHILE OUR TROOPS ARE ENGAGED IN THIS WAR.

CO-SUPPORTED BY NEW SPARK CHURCH AND 0.3 OF THE RESIST.
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DP SUPPORT STATEMENT

We, the undersigned, support The Daily Pennsylvanian's refusal to reveal its sources regarding anti-war, anti-draft advertisements to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. We demand that President Harwell and the University of Pennsylvania Student Government join with us in supporting the D.P. and protesting the Government's attempt to abridge freedom of the press and free speech.

We demand that the administration delineate its position vis-a-vis the FBI, especially in regard to the furnishing of information and the presence of agents on campus.
WE'RE FULL OF SHIT! ...AND WE'RE THE FIRST TO ADMIT IT...WE HAVE BELLS BOTTOM SUITS, & STRIPPED BELLS JACKET & COSSACK SHIRTS HAND MADE BELTS...NEHRU SUITS & SHIRTS & SUITS, CAPES, INCENSE and other groovy shit

THE 13TH STREET CONSPIRACY 315 S. 13TH STREET

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AN OPEN MEETING OF THE PHILOMATHEAN SOCIETY

FOR PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

7:30 P.M., FRIDAY - 4th FLOOR LOGAN HALL

Groddick Counseling Service

PSYCHOLOGICAL INSIGHT AND ADVICE FOR THE SENSITIVE INDIVIDUAL

CH 8-5360

Houston-Hall, Fresnel Room

OFFICIAL NOTICES

STUDY IN GREAT BRITAIN: All those interested in Theories, Model and Marshall Scholarship are invited to attend a panel discussion to be held in the Franklin Room, Houston Hall, from 4-5 P.M., Thursday, September 26, Further information from Office of Fellowships and Study Programs.

CAMPUS EVENTS:

- AUSA: “A Road to Peace in Viet- nam”.- A general meeting open to all freshmen and sophomores interested in being a basketball manager to meet at 5:30 P.M. Meet the head coach, Hunter, and Capt. Fred Porter.
- SUNDAY, SEPT 29th - 7 & 9:30 P.M.
- THEATRE OF EXPERIMENT: Intermediate and Advanced to- pernies taught by Chinese students in on-campus kit- tle available at Houston Hall.
- TONIGHT: A refresher course for the PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS MEETING, AUSA: “A Road to Peace in Viet- nam”. Houston hall, Franklin Room.
- ALL FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMOROUS INTERESTED IN BEING A BASKETBALL MANAGER ARE INVITED TO ATTEND MEETING TO BE HELD TONIGHT AT 7:30 P.M. IN HUSTON HALL.
- P.E. DRAFT COUNSELING COMMITTEE: Tonight the football manager, Pete Andrews.
- TONIGHT: A Road to Peace in Viet- nam. Houston hall, Franklin Room.
- THEATRE OF EXPERIMENT: Intermediate and Advanced to- pernies taught by Chinese students in on-campus kit- tle available at Houston Hall.
- TONIGHT: A refresher course for the PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS MEETING, AUSA: “A Road to Peace in Viet- nam”. Houston hall, Franklin Room.
- THEATRE OF EXPERIMENT: Intermediate and Advanced to- pernies taught by Chinese students in on-campus kit- tle available at Houston Hall.
- TONIGHT: A refresher course for the PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS MEETING, AUSA: “A Road to Peace in Viet- nam”. Houston hall, Franklin Room.
- THEATRE OF EXPERIMENT: Intermediate and Advanced to- pernies taught by Chinese students in on-campus kit- tle available at Houston Hall.
- TONIGHT: A refresher course for the PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS MEETING, AUSA: “A Road to Peace in Viet- nam”. Houston hall, Franklin Room.
- THEATRE OF EXPERIMENT: Intermediate and Advanced to- pernies taught by Chinese students in on-campus kit- tle available at Houston Hall.
- TONIGHT: A refresher course for the PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS MEETING, AUSA: “A Road to Peace in Viet- nam”. Houston hall, Franklin Room.
Carpeting to replace Franklin Field grass

By AL BAGDAY

National television viewers saw two football fields Thursday night in the Georgia Tech-Oklahoma State game. That is, two football fields - one in Atlanta, the other in Oklahoma City. The latter, an AstroTurf field, cut into the Blue Skyscraper was, for all intents and purposes, as good as a natural surface. The former, a British-built grass field, was cut into the Georgia Tech field and, except for the color, was as good as the AstroTurf field. The Astroturf was used in the Georgia Tech game, and its look and feel were such that few could tell the difference between the two fields. The Astroturf field was used because the grass field would not be ready in time.

The astroturf field is made up of a network of small fibres, each of which is woven into a grid-like pattern. The fibres are made of a synthetic material, such as nylon or polyester, and are woven into a web. The web is then covered with a layer of rubber to protect the fibres from the elements. The surface is then cut into small squares, each of which is about 12 inches by 12 inches. The squares are then glued down to the ground, creating a stable and durable surface. The Astroturf field is used for a variety of sports, including football, soccer, and baseball. It is also used for a variety of other purposes, such as recreational areas and parks.